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Housekeeping

Ask questions via chat, 
we will allow ~15 minutes live 

questions at the end

Kindly mute yourself and
turn off the camera
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Chief Innovation Officer
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Agenda

1. The New World of Measurement 

2. What this means for Advertisers

3. How Consent Mode can help 



Rosella
Serra
Advertising Industry Relations Manager

Google Italy
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1. The New World of Measurement
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We live in a new world of measurement

Platform Changes

Browser restrictions on use of 3P cookies
Mobile OS restrictions on use of device identifiers

Regulation

Increase in restrictions on use of personal data 
and additional requirements around user consent

User Privacy

Rising user expectations on Privacy 
impacting measurement ecosystem

NEW

NEW NEW
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Expect change. It's the new norm.

We expect cookies and device identifiers to 

continue to degrade over time 

Ceiling of observable conversions to 

continually decrease

Industry will move to rely on aggregated and 

anonymized measurement and data collection 
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There is no silver bullet for measurement in this new world

Invest in multiple 
technologies

Be Ready to adapt

There is no one size fits all replacement for cookies and hence it is 
important to invest in multiple technologies, and we expect cookies and 
other future technologies to coexist in the near term

This future confluence of solutions is designed to triangulate the truth 
through increased reliance on modeling*. We may therefore require 
additional signals to help improve accuracy of modeling 

In an ever-evolving industry, driven by ecosystem changes and new 
privacy regulations, we always have to be ready to adapt.

Increased modeling

* More on the importance of conversion modeling and signals used in the models
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The three strategic pillars of the future of measurement

Preserve

and use existing measurement 
while meeting users' and 

legislators’ privacy expectations

Inform

and augment gaps in data 
through additional data sources 

enabling comprehensive 
modeling

Secure

your data through additional 
controls on data storage and 
invest in privacy preserving 

technology 



Nicola 
Roviaro
Head of Ads Privacy, EMEA 

Google 
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2. What this means for Advertisers
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Preserve Existing Measurement 
Infrastructure

We will still have to rely on cookies and 1P data 
in the near term; the evolution of measurement 
solutions will not happen overnight. 

Ensure that your existing cookie based 
measurement infrastructure is durable and that 
you continue to invest in 1P data; the durability of 
cookies varies by the type of cookie

* HTTP Cookies are a variant of cookie that is non-readable by client-side javascript and typically more secure

Least Durable

Moderately durable

Most Durable

Preserve Inform Secure
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Fundamental Actions to Preserve 
Existing Measurement 

Ensure you have 

durable tagging 

in place

Invest in additional 
sources of 1P  

data 

Respect user’s choices 

by collecting consent 
as needed

Preserve Inform Secure
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Components of Robust & Durable Tagging 

* e.g., Signed in users receive exclusive content, personalized recommendations, and reward credits)

Collected primarily via tags 
on the browser (gtag.js / Google Tag Manager)

Collected directly by advertiser’s CRM systems 
via sign ups 

Uses:

– Enables website analytics 
– Performance measurement of digital media

Uses:

– Can be used for providing better customized 
advertiser experience*

– Provides additional signals for more 
comprehensive media performance measurement

Preserve Inform Secure
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In order for us to provide comprehensive reporting on the performance of your media, we recommend 
using additional signals* to help us fill gaps in observable data to account for lost conversions

These additional signals help in improving accuracy of conversion modeling** 

Improved modeling enables comprehensive conversion reporting, which then allows for better 
downstream actions like bidding, optimization and attribution

* E.g. Additional signals include Consent rates, hashed PII, conversion type, etc
** More on the importance of conversion modeling and signals used in the models

We will need additional signals to model 
for gaps in observed conversions 

Preserve Inform Secure
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Create privacy safe and compliant 
exchange of Consented User Data 

Ensure your tags are properly functioning  
and unblocked. You can Integrate with 

either IAB’s TCF v2.0 framework or with 
Google’s Consent Mode, depending on 

your business needs

Cookiebot, Onetrust, Iubenda, Osano, 
Sourcepoint etc

https://privacy.google.com/busin

esses/compliance/

Learn More Learn More

1 2 3

Preserve Inform Secure
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If advertiser is currently using 
in-house CMP or 3P CMP

Use Consent Mode

Not using TCF V2 Using TCF V2

An ad tech industry standard for passing 
consent & transparency signals. Google's 

integration with TCF v2.0 makes it easier to pass 
consent signals by adding one line of code 

above their Google tags.

Intended for advertisers who do not use TCF 
v2.0, Consent Mode is Google’s tagging API that 
allows CMPs and advertisers more flexibility in 

how they pass consent signals

Enable TCF V2

Create privacy safe and compliant 
exchange of Consented User Data 

Preserve Inform Secure
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Secure your data with additional controls

Current technology like cookies and 
tags and future concepts such as 

browser- based measurement APIs will 
most likely coexist in the medium term

Our future measurement infrastructure 
will be built with privacy preserving 

technology, allowing more control over 
what is shared and with whom.

Preserve Inform Secure
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● Google is investing in inventive solutions like Privacy Sandbox 
that are built to reimagine a new measurement infrastructure, 
which are in very early stages of ideation and development

● These new solutions will provide additional security and control, 
complementing the existing infrastructure you have set up

● These solutions will take time to fully develop and there will be 
time to test potential capabilities that emerge and there might not 
be any actions needed at this stage

● We will communicate early and often, allowing ample time 
to navigate the future state

Preserve Inform SecureEmbrace New Privacy-Centric Technologies
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3. How Consent Mode can help 
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Introducing Consent Mode

Only aggregated and anonymized conversions are reported in your account | Supported tags include: Google Ads Conversion Tracking, Floodlight, and Google Analytics

1 2 3 4

User navigates to your website 
and indicates consent status (for 

ads and/or analytics storage)

Consent Mode will tell Google 
tags whether they have 

permission to use cookies for ads 
and analytics

When the user does not consent, 
the relevant Google tags will 
adjust their behavior to help 
observe conversions without 

using associated cookies. When 
the user consents, Google will 

observe data as normal. 

With modelling, Google surfaces 
the most accurate data in your 

account to enable better reporting 
and optimization

A feature that dynamically adjusts tag behavior based on user consent. Here is how it works: 

ad_storage: 
applies to 3 tags (Ads, Analytics, Floodlight) 

analytics_storage: 
apply to Google Analytics
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Types of Pings (network requests)

Conversion Pings

Fires when a conversion occurs on your 
website or app

Consent Pings 

Fires on each page the user visits where 
consent mode is implemented. 

Communicates consent status of user

Analytics Pings

Normal Google Analytics hits as long as 
analytics_storage is enabled. Cookieless 

pings to Analytics when analytics_storage 
is disabled.
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10%
Conversion rate reported 
without Consent Mode
(10/100)10 users convert

100 users

70 users consent 10 users convert

100 users
30 declined 
consent Modeling

14%
Conversion rate reported 
with Consent Mode
(10/70)

Only with Consent Mode

Unknown consent

Consent Mode brings accurate consent & conversion rates
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● Model conversions based on consent for holistic reporting

● For the highest degree of data recovery, enable URL pass through 

● Works with gtag.js or Google Tag Manager for Google Ads, Google 
Analytics, Floodlight, Google Analytics for Firebase SDK

● Choose whether to exclude certain ads data like click IDs in pings 
sent to Google

● Control when and where the tags use Consent Mode

● Maintain value-based bidding strategies (once modeling is enabled*)

● Bid and budget using holistic conversion reporting

The Benefits of Consent Mode

*Modeling will not be available immediately, as we will only be able to train a model once advertisers implement 
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Consent Mode Impact on Google Analytics

Consent setting Tag behavior Impact to GA reporting and features

ad_storage

When disabled:

Google Analytics does not read/write 3P 
cookies or 1P ad cookies (e.g., _gac click id 
cookie, google.com or doubleclick.net 
cookie). 1P analytics cookies are not 
affected. 

Google signals features (like remarketing, demographics & interests 
reporting) will not accumulate data for (ad_storage) unconsented users.

Conversion export from GA to Google Ads is not affected by 
ad_storage, so no conversion modelling is required for ad_storage 
disabled traffic.

analytics_storage

When disabled:

Do not read/write 1P analytics cookies (_ga, 
_gas, _gat, etc.). Cookieless pings sent to 
Google Analytics instead.

Short term: Google Analytics processing drops cookieless pings, so 
Google Analytics will not accumulate data for (analytics_storage) 
unconsented users. Conversion modelling will occur for Google Ads 
exported conversions.

Longer term: Google Analytics will begin processing cookieless pings- 
allowing it to accumulate data and modeling in all reports (e.g., user 
counts and session counts).

*Specifically, the GDN Impression Reporting beta and Campaign Manager model view-through dimensions
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URL Passthrough
If the Google Ad Identifier is passed directly via the URL, same-session conversions can be 
recovered for unconsented users

*URL Passthrough to be enabled for Google Analytics identifiers in Q3 2020

http://advertiser.com
/?gclid=123456

User navigates to 
website and does not 

consent

Google Ad Identifier is 
captured in the URL link 
itself (not captured via 

cookie)

Google Ad Identifier 
remains in URL as user 

browses site

If user converts, Google Ad Identifier 
is captured through the URL. If user 
leaves session or does not convert, 
Google Ad Identifier is not captured

1 2 3 4
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Settings ad_storage = granted ad_storage = denied +     
url_passthrough = true

ad_storage = denied ad_storage = denied + 
ads_data_redaction = true

IP Address IP Address IP addresses are used to derive IP country, but are never logged by our Google Ads and 
Floodlight systems and are immediately deleted upon collection. 

Page URL Full page URL, including ad 
click information in URL 
parameters

Full page URL, including ad 
click information in URL 
parameters

Full page URL, including ad click 
information if available. If no ad 
click information is available, no 
GCLID/DCLID will be present

Page URL with ad click 
identifiers redacted in Ads 
products

Cookies

Cookies previously set on 
Google / Doubleclick  
domains; Conversion cookies 
set on advertiser domain

Cookies previously set on 
Google / Doubleclick 
domains limited to use for 
spam & fraud purposes

Cookies previously set on Google 
/ Doubleclick  domains limited to 
use for spam & fraud purposes

-

Device IDs
*App only

IDFA / IDFV or AdID n/a No IDFA / IDFV or AdId is 
collected

n/a

Consent Mode Impact on Ads

      More observable data, less modeling                  Less observable data, more modeling

Full details available in the Ads Help Center; Across all cases, as part of regular HTTP / browser communications, pings may include: Functional Information: time stamp, user-agent, referrer Aggregate / Non-identifying Information: random number generated on each 
page load, boolean indicating consent state, indication of whether the current page or a prior page in the user's navigation on the site included ad-click information in the URL (e.g., GCLID / DCLID) Other fields set by the advertiser: continue to be sent normally (e.g., 
order_id, conversion value)
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Who should use Consent Mode?

Consent Mode will allow modeling for 
lost conversions and simplify 

compliance if GA is simultaneously 
deployed.

Consent Mode will form a durable part of 
Google Analytics’ future privacy 

capabilities, including new features around 
cookieless measurement. 

Coming soon to GA4 properties will be the 
ability to model for behavior impacted by 

lack of cookie consent.

If not requiring consent for Analytics, Consent 
Mode will still simplify compliance for optional 

GA functions (like remarketing) prior to consent.

If requiring consent for Analytics, Consent Mode 
will allow modeling for lost conversions and 

pre-enable customer for GA cookieless mode.
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Sample Implementation Steps

Update tag behavior

Finally, call one more line of code when 

consent is updated, e.g. after a visitor 

grants or denies consent.

[Optional] Enable URL Passthrough

Add one line of code or check the box below to enable your 

tags to pass ad click IDs from page to page through link and 

form decoration. This line can be added above the snippet 

with the ‘default’ line or as part of the existing snippet. Make 

sure to test to ensure this works well with your site.

 

Adjust default tag behavior

Call one line of code above your standard gtag.js or Google 

Tag Manager snippet to define whether ad_storage and 

analytics_storage should be granted or denied when the 

tags first run.

Developers may need to dynamically adjust the values 

based on consent from previous pages

1 2 3

Add three lines of code alongside the standard gtag.js or Tag Manager snippet

Check “Enable Linking on 
all page URLs” in Google 
Tag Manager on your 
Conversion Linker Tag
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Resources

Blogpost: 

● Why Conversion Modeling will be crucial in a world without cookies

Consent Mode

● Implementation Guide

● How Google uses consent mode data  

● Consent Mode: Data Details  

● Consent Mode For Google Tags
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Grazie!
Q&A


